
Technician Commitment  
Guidance for Completing the Self-Assessment & Action Plan  

The Technician Commitment is a university and research institution initiative, led by a steering group 
of sector bodies, with support from the Science Council and the Gatsby Charitable Foundation’s 
Technicians Make It Happen campaign. The Commitment aims to ensure visibility, recognition, 
career development and sustainability for technicians working in higher education and research, 
across all disciplines. Universities and research institutes are invited to become signatories of the 
Technician Commitment and pledge action against the key challenges affecting their technical staff. 

The themes of the Technician Commitment are: Visibility, Recognition, Career Development, 
Sustainability and Evaluating Impact. The fifth theme of Evaluating Impact takes the form of a self-
assessment process, to be undertaken one year after an organisation becomes a signatory and 
biennially thereafter. 

The self-assessment process enables the Technician Commitment Steering Group to gain an 
understanding of the position of each signatory organisation and the measures to be put in place to 
ensure that signatories are making progress against the themes outlined in the Commitment. The 
self-assessment process asks for contextual information, progress to date and a detailed 24-month 
future action plan. 

The Technician Commitment Steering Group does not seek to dictate how organisations promote a 
positive culture for the technician community. This is a matter for autonomous institutions and the 
technician, research and academic community to agree. It is expected that as a minimum, 
signatories publicly state their Technician Commitment signatory status and institutional action plan 
on a dedicated and discoverable webpage, along with their named point of contact. The Steering 
Group would like signatories to evidence that the ‘technician voice’ is present in the development 
and formation of institutional action plans. The Technician Commitment is a collaborative endeavour 
and the Steering Group will support and facilitate the establishment and sharing of best practice 
demonstrated in the self-assessments and action plans. A vibrant community of Institutional Leads 
tasked with implementing the Technician Commitment is emerging and the Steering Group aims to 
ensure a range of forums are available to enable peers to share expertise, good practice and 
experiences.  

To support institutional action planning, please see Appendix A for examples of activities and 
initiatives that have been successfully implemented in a range of universities and research institutes.  
Additional details are available on the Technician Commitment’s dedicated online resource, 
available at http://technicians.org.uk/techniciancommitment/. Cross referencing to other sector 
institutional reviews relevant to technicians is welcomed; for example, institutions may wish to 
reference Athena SWAN applications, Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) submissions and 
Research Excellence Framework (REF) environment statements where technicians have been 
explicitly mentioned. 

Please note that finalised Action Plans should be signed off at an institutional leadership level (e.g. 
Vice-Chancellor/President/Director level).  

For any additional queries, please contact k.vere@sciencecouncil.org or 
tracey.dickens@gatsby.org.uk. 

 

http://technicians.org.uk/techniciancommitment/
mailto:k.vere@sciencecouncil.org
mailto:tracey.dickens@gatsby.org.uk


 

Technician Commitment  
Evaluating Impact through Self-Assessment & Future Action Planning 

 

Organisation: Writtle University College 

Name of Institutional Lead:  Andrew Thompson 

E-mail: andrew.thompson@writtle.ac.uk 

Contact Number: 01245 424200 ex 25522 

 

To provide some context, please provide a brief profile of your organisation (up to 250 
words):  

Writtle University College (established 1893) aims to be a distinctive place to 
study and to serve the environment through science and the arts offering a 
range of F.E. and H.E. (undergraduate and post-graduate) courses.  

F.E. course cover a range of disciplines in land-based sciences such as 
agriculture, animal and equine studies and horticulture, as well as art and 
design, sport and veterinary nursing.  H.E. courses follow similar themes, with 
recent developments of veterinary physiotherapy, canine therapy and 
bioveterinary sciences courses. 

The courses are supported by a 220 hectare estate including a design centre, 
farm (pigs, sheep and beef cattle), glasshouses, laboratories, a canine therapy 
centre, a small animal unit, an equine stud and riding facilities.    

 

 

Expand on details of staff? 

123 words 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Please tell us how your organisation defines its technicians: 

Technicians are members of staff who meet the following role purpose: 

“Contributing to the day-to-day running of WUC, supporting teaching and learning activities in 
relevant subject areas” 

 

 

How many technicians are there in your organisation? Please provide some information on 
where they are based and/or how they are structured (in terms of 
subject/discipline/department): 

 

Due to variations in title and role getting an exact number of technicians is difficult.  Based on 
currently available data, those with technician orientated titles or roles are as follows:   

Area Discipline Number 
F.E. Animal care 2 
F.E. Dog grooming 2 
F.E. Horticulture 5 
F.E. Machinery 1 
F.E. Art & Design 1 
F.E. Floristry 1 

   
H.E. Science 8 
H.E. Design 1 

   
Central support Information services 1 
Central Support Media Support 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Please provide details of initiatives/programmes/activities that were already in place for the 
technical community within your organisation prior to becoming a signatory of the 
Technician Commitment: 

There was nothing specific to technical staff, though all staff can apply for CPD. 

 

 

The Technician Commitment aims to ensure visibility, recognition, career development and 
sustainability for technical staff across higher education and research. Please tell us of any 
initiatives your organisation has put in place to address these themes since becoming a 
signatory of the Technician Commitment: 

A point on the ‘Induction scavenger hunt’ for the animal first years. 

An announcement in WUC newsletter. 

Technical staff already had a representative on the Health & Safety committee and did have 
a representative at the Estates and Resources Thematic Senior Leadership team meetings 
though these no longer exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please provide a 24-month action plan, detailing future plans to ensure your organisations 
addresses the themes of the Technician Commitment and details of how impact will be 
evidenced: (this may be detailed here or attached to this document as an appendix): 

 

 



Theme – visibility – we are generally known by lab users – some courses introduce us to 1st year 
students, but recognition beyond that? We don’t want to be all ‘spotlighty’ but a quiet presence – 
‘the technical staff did that’ would be nice.   

 - Get names onto posters if make contribution (what counts as worthwhile), encourage students to 
include us in acknowledgements on same (regardless).   

Appropriate visibility, and as people not just anonymous white coats 

Recognition of contribution of other departments - floristry tech, IS etc.  Note: I know very little 
about these areas, hence an initial focus on the labs but the technician commitment is not 
restrictive. 

 

Theme – recognition – WUC will pay fees for technical staff to achieve Professional registration – 
August budget 

 

Theme – career development – specialisms, chief tech. (received), CPD – external certificates Things 
to include – ring fenced budget for staff training (as we used to lose out on ‘post may’ training). –  

 

 

Theme – Sustainability – Wiki as a central repository for the Science staff, to try and record things 
and thus maintain institutional knowledge.  Internal cross training for similar.  A ‘future’ direction 
would be useful to facilitate planning   

 

Impact will be evidenced 

 

 

 

Please evidence how the ‘technician voice’ was present in the development and formation 
of the institutional action plan:  

Technical staff were consulted by the laboratory resource manager (document author) at 
the regular laboratory meetings.  The draft of this document was distributed to the 
laboratory staff for their input and approval. 

 

 

 

 

 



Please confirm that your Technician Commitment status and action plan is published on 

your organisation’s website and provide the relevant URL here:  

 

www.writtle.ac.uk/technician‐commitment 

 

 

 

 



Appendix A: Examples of activities and initiatives to 
address the themes of the Technician Commitment 

Please note that this is not an exhaustive list, it intends to demonstrate example activities to support 
institutions in action planning.  

Theme Example Activities 
Visibility  
 
Ensure that technicians within the 
organisation are 
identifiable and that the contribution 
of technicians is 
visible within and beyond the 
institution 
 

• Organisations can identify how many technicians they employ 
• Technician roles have clear job descriptions 
• A consistent policy that where technicians have contributed to 

research outputs and grants, they are named as authors  
• Technicians to feature in organisation prospectuses and marketing 

materials 
• Technicians to sit on decision making committees where appropriate  
• Technicians visible in costing mechanisms for research grants 
• A mechanism for celebrating technician achievements across the 

organisation 
• Organisation strategy documents to include technicians where 

appropriate 
• A vibrant ‘Technician Network’ 

 
Recognition 
 
Support technicians to gain 
recognition through 
professional registration  
 

• Organisation communicates the opportunity to become 
professionally registered to technical staff (Science Council, 
Engineering Council, BCS). Conferment of the organisational level 
Science Council Employer Champion award in recognition of the 
support given to technical staff to gain professional registration and 
engage in continued professional development 

• Recognition and support of the teaching aspect of many technician 
roles through the accreditation of teaching practice through the 
Higher Education Academy 

• Internal award schemes recognise the contribution of technical staff 
• Nominations to external award schemes that recognise the 

contribution of technical staff 
 

Career Development  
 
Enable career progression 
opportunities for technicians 
through the provision of clear, 
documented career 
pathways 
 

• Technician specific professional career paths/frameworks which 
clearly document progression opportunities  

• Professional development opportunities, signposted to technicians 
and aligned to career pathways  

• A dedicated webpage showcasing case studies of technician careers  
• Expansion of technician specific job families in recognition of high 

level technical specialisms 
 

Sustainability  
 
Ensure the future sustainability of 
technical skills across 
the organisation and that technical 
expertise is fully 
utilised 
 

• Appropriate succession planning for technical roles including the 
analysis of technician profiles to ensure future sustainability of skills 
within the organisation 

• Secondment/placement programmes for technical staff to develop 
new skills 

• A technician trainee/apprenticeship programme  
• Utilisation of the Apprenticeship Levy to train and upskill existing staff   

 

 
 




